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the company we keep 
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Every company is a 
media company 

Where storytelling… 

Via the right ecosystem of content / platforms  

Going beyond commercial marketing alone to 
create an engine for engagement that is relevant, 

contextual, targeted, scalable, sustained, and 
focused on business outcomes.  

 
 

Easy to say.  Harder to make happen. 
We have the means to show you how. 

Meets audience needs / passions 
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Brands as content marketers; many channels to choose from 
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Lookalike 
Audiences  

Global Launch 

Revamped 
Timeline 

Facebook 
Home 

New Brand 
Reach 

Algorithms Newsfeeder 
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Facebook Home 

Your Life Enterprise 

Facebook wants… 
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Why is Facebook Changing, and quick? 
Top Brands on Facebook overall reach 4Q 2012 

Overall Reach Declining 

Facebook Ad Spend on the rise 

Facebook 20% ad rule 
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Newsfeeder for 
Facebook 

Top Creative for Facebook from  
Brands / Agencies 
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How to 
avoid 
picture 
issues on 
Facebook 

AllFacebook.com 
#prnbig3 
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What is your Brand’s “Tweet” Spot? 

#prnbig3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Tweet on weekendsTwitter engagement rates for brands are 17% higher on Saturday and Sunday vs. weekdays, but brands don’t leverage this trend. Only 19% of all brand tweets are published on weekends even though engagement is highest on these days. Tweets on Wednesdays and Thursdays are wasted because that’s when engagement is the lowest.2. Best days to tweet by industryClothing and Fashion: Tweet on weekendsEngagement for clothing and fashion brands is 30% higher on weekends, but only 12% of the industry’s tweets are posted on Saturday and Sunday. Followers typically have more time for shopping on weekends, so this is when to communicate with them. Thursday produces the lowest engagement.Entertainment: Tweet on Sunday and Monday when people arelooking for events to attendTweets published by entertainment brands on Sunday and Monday receive 23% more engagement than average, while Thursday receives the lowest engagement. Followers may be more engaged on these days because they’re looking for movies and other events to attend in the coming week.Publishing: Tweet on Saturday when people catch up on readingPublishers, including bloggers, are missing a big opportunity to engage with followers on Saturdays, when they’re catching up on news and current events. Engagement on Saturday is 29% higher than average, yet only 7% of publishing brands tweet on that day.Sports: Tweet on weekends when big games are onPeople are far more likely to engage with sports brands on Twitter during the weekend, which is no big surprise. Engagement rates are 52% higher on Saturday and Sunday than on weekdays, with Monday coming in third. Most major sporting events are held on weekends, and people like to discuss them on Monday. Only 9% of sports brands tweet on Saturday, so they’re missing an opportunity.3. Tweet when people are busy to create more      brand engagementTweets sent during busy hours (8am to 7pm) receive 30% more engagement than tweets posted at other times (8pm to 7am), including Saturday and Sunday. 64% of brands tweet during busy hours and take advantage of this trend.4. Use different social networks so your conversation     is always onWhile Tweets during busy hours receive significantly more engagement, Facebook posts show the inverse results — posts during non-busy hours receive 17% more engagement on Facebook than those posted during busy hours. Facebook posts can remain at the top of a user’s News Feed based on their EdgeRank scores, even if they’re published while the user isn’t on Facebook. Tweets, on the other hand, are quickly pushed out of sight by newer tweets, making them more difficult to find when they’re published outside of busy hours.5. Figure out how to pace your tweets throughout the dayPlan your tweet schedule according to the days your tweets perform best, and tweet more frequently on those days. But don’t overdo it — there’s an inverse relationship between tweet frequency and engagement, so the more you tweet per day, the less engaging your tweets may become.6. Keep tweets short for best performanceTweets that contain fewer than 100 characters receive 17% higher engagement than longer tweets. And leave some room in tweets — if you don’t use all 140 characters, followers can add their own text either before or after your content.7. Use links in tweets to drive clicks and retweetsLinks with short, tempting descriptions entice followers to click. Tweets that include links are retweeted 86% more than tweets with no links. Adding links drives a lot of traffic to desired destinations and magnifies your brand messages.8. Make sure your links workEver see an interesting tweet with a link that you really want to click but can’t? We’re all familiar with that scenario. It’s often the result of a simple formatting error in the tweet — 92% of all linking errors are caused by not inserting a space before the actual link, which forces users to copy and paste the link into a browser. I don’t want to do that, do you?9. Use hashtags increase engagement but don’t overdo itHashtags are a Twitter staple and a popular way to identify themes or topics in a tweet. Tweets with hashtags receive twice the engagement of those without hashtags, but only 24% of tweets contain them. It’s possible to overuse hashtags, though, and many brands do — tweets with one or two hashtags have 21% more engagement than those with three or more, which yield a 17% drop in engagement.10. Tweet images Even though followers can’t see an image instantly on Twitter as they can on Facebook, regular publishing of images has a pronounced impact on Twitter performance. Tweets with image links (via yfrog, instagr.am, Twitpic, and other sites) have engagement rates 200% higher than those without. 11. Ask for retweetsDon’t be afraid to ask people to retweet your posts — it can make a huge difference. Tweets that specifically ask followers to “retweet” or “RT” are retweeted 12 times more than those that do not, but fewer than 1% of brands actually implement this call to action. Asking followers to retweet is an easy and effective way to amplify your brand messaging.Twitter cheat sheet for BrandsBuddy Media created this handy cheat sheet for brands looking to maximize Twitter for branding and engagement:Read more: http://www.pamorama.net/2012/07/14/11-effective-twitter-strategies-for-brands/#ixzz2PuGq5XA4
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50 Million Users 
Valued at 2.5 Billion 

83% Women in the US 
56% Male in the UK 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMC TheatresJust about everyone likes movies and free stuff, right? Right. As one of the largest movie chains in the United States, AMC has both movie fans and a bunch of stuff to give away. Instead of creating boards for each new contest, the brand has lumped every giveaway into a single destination.Fans can follow just the one board and always be notified about new contests and giveaways.Each pin takes the users to the contest landing page on their website to drive traffic and collect data. Recently, the company now asks users to repin the giveaways (in addition to filling out the form on their website) to enter.Tip for 2013: If your company gives things away frequently, consider keeping everything on one board to make it easier for your fans to follow.HSNAt first glance, HSN didn’t do anything ground breaking with their Pinterest contest. They asked their fans to create their ultimate fall wardrobe by pinning items from HSN.com and other sources on the internet.But HSN also introduced a cool element that the others didn’t: celebrity judges.This contest recruited Giuliana Rancic, Louise Roe, and June Ambrose (all famous ladies in the fashion industry) to judge the entries. Leaving their contest up to judges takes the attention off the brand. The celebrities can also recruit more interest and participants for the promotion.Tip for 2013: Bring in guest judges to generate additional excitement about your promotion. You might not know famous fashion experts, but there’s a good chance that you know other experts or respected people in your industry who can help you pick a winner.
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Being 
creative  
to reach 

your 
audience 
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10,000 
Neighborhoods,  

in 50 States 

$40.2M  
in funding 

What people are sharing 500,000 times a day 
20% crime and safety 
26% recommendations 
14% classifieds 
11% events 
22% community issues 
7% other 
 #prnbig3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some data for you:Nextdoor launched nationwide on October 26, 2011Nextdoor is now active in 10,000 neighborhoods in all 50 statesNextdoor has raised $40.2 million in funding Content breakdown: 20% crime and safety, 26% recommendations, 14% classifieds, 11% events, 22% community issues, 7% otherNextdoor has partnered with over 115 local police, fire and city entitiesOver 500,000 neighbor messages are exchanged daily on Nextdoor According to an August 2011 survey by the Pew Research Center, over 65% of all online adults said they used a social networking site.According to a June 2010 survey by the Pew Research Center, only 29% of Americans know some of their neighbors and 28% know none of their neighbors by name. Vary's Notes: Next Door, Private Social Network for the neighborhoodThere is real no social network for your communityStrong presence in the SFO Bay AreaUniversal need, rural to high-end neighborhoodsStudies show that people are not connected Activations with neighborhood site-               Crime watches-               Commerce and Trade with neighborhoodKept private, neighbors verify their ownership to be invitedNeighbor to Neighbor communicationsA utility network, is next doorNot for status updates like Facebook Local Police and Fire UpdatesBrands will be included shortly, not until they have critical massWe asked that Weber be involved with Brand conversations to see how our clients will fit.They are examining communities like churches or other groups to join up too.
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Get to know these providers 
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LEGEND 
Red – Twitter Mentions 

Blue – Mainstream News 
Green – Other social channels 

Why? 
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Social Platform Keys 

If your business is boring, don’t pretend to be fun. 

You Are Who You Say You Are Online 

Be mobile-first 

Track high-performing brands 

Embrace the paid syndication of social 

Have a rep on your side 

Have a plan for social channel issues 

We all learn from each other 
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Thank you 
@ChrisVary 
 
Weber Shandwick 
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